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Introduction
Competition and consolidation are the yin and yang of American business. On the
one hand, we frequently celebrate the competitive aspects of the American economy, claiming that it is the spirit of competition that stirs men and women to devise
new technology, marketing plans, and other innovations. And yet while we love to
root for the heroic entrepreneur or inventor, citing their successes as a sign of the
inherent goodness of American society, we often forget Joseph Schumpeter's point
that competition is creative and wasteful. On the other hand, consolidation-the creation of large firms-is equally important to the success of the American economy.
As many historians have argued, large complex corporations were essential in order
to produce and distribute goods to large numbers of Americans. Without the rise of
big business, Americans in the twentieth century would not have come to enjoy their
high standard of living, whether it be measured in terms of the low cost of massproduced goods, the variety of goods available, or the availability of low-cost energy.
To be sure, big business has presented many challenges to American culture, in
terms of the concentration of power, the standardization of products and experiences,
or the exploitation of workers and consumers. Thus, consolidation is every bit as important in the shaping of American business as is competition. 1
Despite the importance of both competition and consolidation in the American
economy, how much do we know about how these two modes influence each other?
How does competition give way to consolidation in certain industries at certain
times? In particular, during the first three-quarters of the nineteenth century, much
of American business was highly competitive, consisting of large numbers of small
firms offering one or two products to local or regional markets. Yet between 1875 and
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1900, the American economy witnessed the rise of large firms using high-speed,
high-volume technology to distribute goods throughout the United States and overseas. How did this remarkable change come about?2
Historians have suggested that a wide number of factors contributed to the rise
of big business in the United States in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. To
be sure, a rapidly growing population meant ready markets and an ample low-cost
labor force. Similarly, evolving legal doctrines concerning the corporation and a
minimum of government regulation created a favorable environment for creating
large firms. Yet the most persuasive argument has centered on technological change
and national markets. As Alfred D. Chandler, Jr., has demonstrated in his seminal
studies of American business, managers frequently created large complex organizations in order to exploit the economies of speed, scale, and scope inherent in
the technologies they were using. In order to use new production processes effectively, businesspeople often had to coordinate several functions or activities within a
single firm, thus leading them to create larger and more complex companies. In a
similar fashion, as they produced larger quantities of goods, some managers were
confronted by problems in distributing goods to the national Inarket, and this led
them to create extensive marketing organizations for handling advertising, distribution, and sales. 3
While I believe that Chandler is correct in pointing to new technology and new
national markets as two of the key factors shaping the creation of big business, the
case of General Electric suggests that other factors were equally significant. First, I
agree with Lance Davis that the undeveloped state of the capital markets in the
United States exacerbated competition and favored consolidation in the electrical
manufacturing industry.4 Second, I think that Chandler and economist William Lazonick are correct in suggesting that entrepreneurs and managers often struggle to
assemble the right combination of factories, distribution networks, and technological
expertise-what they call organizational capability-and consequently they are
loathe to let anyone or anything force them to dismantle this capability. 5 And third,
I have found it interesting that the key figures in the rise of General ElectricCharles Coffin, Henry L. Higginson, George Westinghouse, and Thomas Edisonpossessed differing views about competition and consolidation. Most significantly,
Coffin and Higginson caDle to realize that competition would be undeniably wasteful
of their organizational capability, while Edison and Westinghouse fought to the bitter
end to maintain competition.
Consequently, in this chapter, I will use the story of General Electric to explore
the interplay of competition and consolidation in the American electrical industry in
the late nineteenth century. I will begin by sketching the key players in the industry
and describing how they competed with one another. Next, I will discuss their needs
for capital and how these firms struggled to find long-term financing. With this background in place, I will narrate the various attempts by Henry Villard, Coffin, and the
banking interests to overcome competition and the problems of securing capital by
consolidating the m~jor firms in the industry. These attempts culminated in the creation of General Electric in 1892. In my conclusion, I will highlight what I think this
case reveals about competition and consolidation in the American economy, and
what lessons we might draw from it.
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The First Movers
By 1889, three firms had emerged as dominant players in the industry: ThomsonHouston, Edison General Electric, and Westinghouse Electric. Each of these firms
promoted central stations, and each had made the investment necessary to implement that strategy; they had developed large-scale production facilities, national and
international distribution networks, and expertise in engineering and invention.
Armed with such organization capability, each firm was determined to exploit its potential, through either economies of scale (such as utilizing their large factories) or
economics of scope (such as expanding into related product areas). 6
As I have discussed elsewhere, Thomson-Houston clearly had the capability to
implement the central-station strategy. Founded in 1882 by a group of shoe manufacturers in Lynn, Massachusetts, this firm initially concentrated on manufacturing
and marketing Elihu Thomson's arc-lighting system. Under Charles Coffin's leadership, Thomson-Houston perfected a new marketing strategy of selling lighting equipment to groups of local businesspeople who established central station utility
companies. By 1889, Thomson-Houston had a large plant in Lynn producing a diversified product line of arc lighting, incandescent lighting, and street-railway systems. To market and distribute those systems, the firm had a sales and engineering
force to help local businesspeople develop utility and traction companies. Likewise,
to coordinate production and distribution, Coffin had developed a managerial staff
organized along functional lines. And to provide a steady stream of new products and
improvements, the firm employed Thomson, Charles Van Depoele, and Hermann
Lemp.7
Although Edison and his associates had been major players in the electrical industry throughout the 1880s, it was only in April 1889 that their significant resources
were brought together as the Edison General Electric Company. Organized by financier Henry Villard, Edison General was a consolidation of Edison's various electrical manufacturing concerns (Fig. 1). Drawing on his connections with major
German banks, Villard capitalized the new company at $12 million. J. E Morgan and
his partners, Edison's bankers, also invested in the new company. Once established,
Villard took the title of president, but left day-to-day management to Samuel Insull,
Edison's personal secretary. With the help of Edison, Insull created a national sales
organization with seven regional districts, all of which reported to a sales vice president. Insull also established an intelligence department at the company's New York
headquarters that collected and analyzed sales data. For production, Edison General
had the enormous machine works at Schenectady, a lamp factory at Harrison, New
Jersey, and a plant in New York City. Although the company continued to focus on dc
incandescent lighting systems, it contracted with Edison's new laboratory at West
Orange, New Jersey, to develop better lamps, a multipolar dynamo, and a new
meter. Insull hoped that Edison would develop an ac lighting system and a street
railway, but Edison instead threw his energies into developing his phonograph and
ore-milling ventures. 8 Edison General had access to the "wizard" and his laboratory,
but it had no guarantee that Edison would put the needs of the company ahead of his
own goals. Unlike Thomson-Houston, Edison General had not fully integrated the
innovation function into its organization.
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By 1889 Westinghouse Electric Company had also emerged as a leading firm in
the electrical manufacturing industry. Westinghouse had established its reputation
by pioneering ac incandescent lighting, but the company had moved quickly into
other product areas, including ac industrial motors and street railways. Through a
patent-sharing agreement with Thomson-Houston, Westinghouse secured a foothold
in the arc-lighting field. To develop its products, Westinghouse employed several inventors, including Nikola Tesla, William Stanley, and Oliver Shallenberger. In terms
of production facilities, the company had plants in Pittsburgh (Garrison Alley) and
Newark, New Jersey (formerly the United States Electric Lighting Company). For
distribution, Westinghouse depended on a small sales force working on commission
out of offices in six or seven major cities. Unlike its rivals, Westinghouse lacked a
managerial hierarchy; instead, George Westinghouse supervised factory operations,
participated in product design, and negotiated many of the major contracts. 9
For all three firms, it required substantial capital, technical expertise, and entrepreneurial effort to become a major player in the electrical manufacturing industry. Consequently, once they had assembled their factories, sales forces, and
inventors, they fought hard to maintain and expand their market shares. Even
though the market for electric lighting and power was substantial in the United
States, the need to sustain their established capabilities led those firms to keen competition in the early 1890s.

Competition
Competition among the three firms took several forms. First, they competed vigorously for contracts to supply complete lighting systems and street-railway systems to
towns and cities. For example, in 1890, Thomson-Houston, Edison General, and
Westinghouse bid $25,000, $60,000, and $70,000, respectively, to provide equip-'
ment to electric companies in Ironwood and Bessemer, Michigan. 10 Although Edison
General cut prices on individual components, such as incandescent lamps and streetcar motors, the other two firms generally did not follow suit. 11 Instead, ThomsonHouston and Westinghouse offered utility companies low prices for complete
systems, hoping that the profits would come by way of power plant expansion and
sales of replacement equipment. As Coffin explained, "once we have [brought] our
system into use [in a town or city], other companies may offer prices twenty-five percent lower, but the users willingly pay our price as they cannot afford to change the
system."12 However, as utility companies sought to lower the unit costs of lighting
and power by expanding their service territories, they demanded larger generating
plants and distribution networks from the electrical manufacturers. Although the
manufacturers could reap handsome profits on a large installation, they also knew
that they could lose a great deal if they had to submit an extremely low bid to secure the contract. Consequently, as systems grew in complexity and cost, the risk
involved in competitive bidding became a mounting concern for the managers of the
leading firms.
In competing for contracts for complete systems, Thomson-Houston and Edison General employed a second tactic of integrating forward into the construction
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and operation of central stations. Although Thomson-Houston had a large force of
sales agents and field engineers who reported directly to headquarters, it established
in 1887 a subsidiary, the Northwest Electric Construction and Supply Company (also
known as Northwest Thomson-Houston), which specialized in the promotion and
construction of central stations. Headquartered in Saint Paul, Minnesota, Northwest
Thomson-Houston sold electrical equipment to the growing cities and towns of the
upper Midwest and Pacific Northwest. With its own sales agents and construction
engineers, Northwest Thomson-Houston could move into a city, organize a centralstation company with local capital and management, market the company's bonds in
Boston, sell a full line of equipment, and build a complete plant. In providing these
services, Northwest Thomson-Houston took advantage of economies of scope to
meet the vigorous competition for contracts. Northwest Thomson-Houston was a logical step in Thomson-Houston's overall strategy of central-station development, and
that subsidiary captured a large portion of the market, at least in Wisconsin. 13
In connection with Edison General, Villard established the North American
Company in June 1890 to promote Edison central stations in the Midwest. North
American was capitalized at $50 million, with backing from both the German banks
and Morgan. With ample capital in hand, North American took over and enlarged
the Edison lighting companies in Cincinnati, Saint Paul, and Minneapolis. In Milwaukee, Villard used North American to consolidate the existing street-railway and
lighting companies into a single $5-million utility company. Unlike ThomsonHouston, which accepted only bonds as partial payment for equipment from utilities,
North American accepted as much as four-fifths of the stock of an Edison utility'as
payment. Villard further insisted that Edison General sell central-station equipment
only to North American "at factory prices, free of all royalty or profits, direct or indirect." By controlling large blocks of stock and being the sole source of Edison
central-station equipment, Villard hoped to use the North American Company to
gain complete control of incandescent lighting in the United States. 14
Not only did the major firms integrate vertically and create subsidiaries, but as
a third tactic they integrated horizontally and took over smaller firms in the field
(Fig. 1). Between 1888 and 1891 Thomson-Houston spent $4 million purchasing control of seven firms in the arc-lighting and street-railway fields. At the same time,
Westinghouse bought out the United States Electric Lighting Company and the
Consolidated Electric Light Company for their incandescent-lamp patents and the
Waterhouse Electric Light Company for its arc-lighting system. In creating Edison
General, Villard brought in two non-Edison firms, Leonard & Izard (a small centralstation construction firm) and the Sprague Electric Railway & Motor Company. In all
cases, the leading firms absorbed minor concerns in order to gain market share and
to prevent valuable patents from falling into the hands of the rivals. However, they
were also anxious to secure the services of inventors, reminding us again that the
knowledge of the new technology was embodied in individuals, not books or theories. Although Thomson-Houston continued to operate the large Brush factory in
Cleveland, the smaller factories were closed, and their inventors were transferred to
the major plants in Lynn, Schenectady, and Pittsburgh. 15
As a fourth tactic, electrical manufacturers used patents in a variety of ways.
Not only did they purchase smaller rivals to acquire their patents, but they used pat-
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ents to shape their relationship with their customers, the central-station utilities.
Patents allowed the manufacturer to exert influence over its customers; by requiring
them to become licensees, the manufacturer could attempt to force its customers to
buy equipment exclusively from it. At the same time, patents were necessary to attract central-station customers because they conveyed to central-station officials the
hope of monopoly power. In order to convince local businesspeople to invest heavily
in a new utility, frequently each electrical manufacturer would claim that it alone
held the key patents for a particular type of system (are, incandescent, or railway) and
that it would prosecute all patent infringers. In making such promises, the manufacturer wanted the local businesspeople to believe that they would face little or no
competition in the utility field. 16
As competition increased in the late 1880s, the three leading firms did not hesitate to use patent litigation to attack each other. In 1887 Thomson-Houston launched
a comprehensive attack against all who had infringed the patent for Thomson's dynamo regulator. That campaign helped wear down several ofThomson-Houston's major arc-lighting competitors and facilitated the acquisition of those firms by ThomsonHouston. Similarly, Westinghouse sued Thomson-Houston in 1887 for infringing
its Gaulard-Gibbs transformer patent, leading to a patent-sharing agreement with
Thomson-Houston. 17
Of the major firms, the Edison organization was the most energetic in licensing
its central-station customers and proclaiming the strength of its patents. As early as
1885 the Edison group began suing both nonlicensed utility companies and competing lamp manufacturers for patent infringement. As competition with Westinghouse
and Thomson-Houston increased in the late 1880s, the Edison organization increased
the intensity of its legal actions. Edison's lawyers instituted proceedings against a
hundred or more infringers, but they devoted most of their energy to trying a single
case against the United States Electric Lighting Company, concerned with
incandescent-lamp filaments. (Because Westinghouse subsequently purchased U.S.
Electric, this case was effectively against Westinghouse.) After a long and involved
trial in federal court, in July 1891 Judge William Wallace ruled in favor of Edison,
sustaining his claim to have invented the first incandescent lamp with a highresistance carbon filament in a sealed bulb. 18
It has been thought that the 1891 patent victory gave Edison General a decisive
edge over Westinghouse and Thomson-Houston and permitted Edison General to
force Thomson-Houston to submit to the merger that formed General Electric. 19 Yet
the court decision had sustained only one claim of the original lamp patent, and both
Westinghouse and Thomson-Houston found ways to work around that patent. Westinghouse avoided further infringement by developing a "stopper lamp," which was
used in the elaborate incandescent-lighting displays at the 1893 Chicago World's
Fair. 20 Thomson-Houston welcomed the decision, because Coffin was confident that
he could negotiate a patent agreement with Edison General. As Coffin wrote to
Henry L. Higginson:
we believe the decision [sustaining Edison's patent] to be better for our interests
than it would be to have the invention thrown open to the public, as we can far better afford to arrange with the Edison Co. than to compete with the fifty or more
smaller manufacturers. 21
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Rather than giving one firm a decisive advantage over the others, patent litigation
among the major firms served other purposes. It permitted them to weaken and absorb smaller firms, and it allowed one firm to force short-term changes on another.
Most important, litigation demanded substantial amounts of time and money; by attacking Thomson-Houston and Westinghouse, the Edison organization hoped to
force its competitors to divert resources away from further improvements in their
organizational capabilities.
Along with patent litigation, the leading firms mounted publicity campaigns attacking each other. One example of this fifth tactic is how Westinghouse interfered
with Thomson-Houston's efforts to secure a revised corporate charter. In late 1888,
Thomson-Houston decided to amend its charter in order to enlarge its authorized
capitalization and secure the right to manufacture and sell street-railway equipment.
Because the company was chartered in Connecticut, Thomson-Houston had to petition the state legislature for a special act. In the course of all that effort, proWestinghouse interests vigorously opposed the bill, with the goal of preventing
Thomson-Houston from entering the railway field and competing with Westinghouse. During the legislative struggle, Edward H. Johnson of the Edison organization wrote to Coffin, stating that he considered the Westinghouse action unfair and
offering to help Thomson-Houston fight Westinghouse on the matter. With this assistance, Thomson-Houston secured its revised charter in 1889. 22 Clearly, this episode reveals the range of tactics that the major firms were willing to employ to
prevent competitors from gaining any advantage.
By far the most significant publicity campaign was that mounted by the Edison
organization attacking Westinghouse and alternating current. 23 Although Edison and
his laboratory staff at West Orange were capable of designing ac lighting and power
systems, Edison chose not to do so because he believed that power losses in the available transformers made such a system uneconomical. 24 Instead, Edison concentrated
on improving the efficiency of his dc system, in the belief that the Edison organization would attract more customers as the cost of lighting decreased. 25 However, as
both Westinghouse and Thomson-Houston began installing high-voltage ac plants,
the Edison organization found itself unable to secure contracts in towns and cities
with low population densities. (Because of the high cost of copper mains, the Edison
system was economical only in populous urban districts where copper costs could be
spread across a large customer base.) Edison managers became especially frustrated
in the late 1880s when they came to believe that Westinghouse had beaten them on
major contracts in Denver and Minneapolis by submitting unrealistically low bids. 26
Feeling that Westinghouse had already acted unethically, Francis S. Hastings, treasurer of the Edison Electric Light Company, launched a publicity campaign depicting ac and the "death current."27 In doing so, he enlisted several allies who had
already begun to question the safety of ac systems. Those allies included Harold ~
Brown, a consulting electrical engineer who had already tangled with Westinghouse,
and a group of New York City physicians who were investigating electrocution as an
alternative form of capital punishment. Working through Brown and the physicians,
the Edison organization whipped up public hysteria about the dangers of alternating
current and surreptitiously arranged for it to be used in the first electrocution at Sing
Sing prison in 1890. The Edison group also tried to convince several state legislatures
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to limit the maximum voltage of electrical systems to 300 volts, and they came very
close to securing such legislation in Ohio and Virginia. 28
The "battle of the systems" between Edison and Westinghouse gradually
ended as Thomson, Charles Steinmetz, and other engineers improved the safety of
ac systems, increased the efficiency of transformers, and introduced rotary converters to link ac and dc systems. 29 In addition, many central-station customers installed
ac systems because it allowed them to distribute electricity over greater areas and
thus serve more consumers. Yet the battle was significant as another facet of the
struggle among leading firms to maintain their organizational capabilities.
Through these five tactics-competing for contracts, integrating forward into
·central-station development, absorbing minor firms, patent litigation, and publicity
attacks-the major players struggled to sustain and improve their positions in the
industry. Notably, when considered together, these five tactics suggest differences in
the levels of organizational capability of the leading firms. Thomson-Houston and
Westinghouse concentrated on improving their organizational capabilities by adding
resources (such as buying minor firms or enlarging factories) and by making special
efforts to coordinate these resources (such as arranging for in-house inventors to
work on key products). Of course, Thomson-Houston went even further than Westinghouse in terms of organization building by developing a national sales network
and a managerial hierarchy. In contrast, Edison General appears to have focused
its efforts less on building its organizational capability and more on shaping the
marketplace. Rather than improve the internal coordination of resources, Edison
General chose to engage in price competition, patent litigation, and, ultimately, a
major publicity attack on Westinghouse. To some extent, Edison General may have
pursued these tactics because they appealed to Edison, but in general, the key decisions in this company were made by Insull, Hastings, and other professional managers. Although it may seem obvious to us that a policy of building organizational
capability will lead to long-term growth, we must keep in mind that the Edison managers were among the first to be faced with the challenge of building a large, wellcoordinated manufacturing firm, and they did not necessarily see what is obvious to
us in hindsight. Instead, they framed a policy that made sense to them, based on
their own business experience. 30
Another important point is that these tactics required substantial amounts of
capital, especially for the acquisition of small firms and patent litigation. Yet electrical manufacturing was already a capital-intensive business, requiring enormous
amounts of money to develop full product lines, build major factories, and establish
national sales networks. As Villard wrote to Drexel, Morgan & Co. in March 1890:
the general business of the Edison General Electric Company is growing at a rate that
is equally surprising and gratifying. This growth has rendered the provision for working
capital made upon the organization of the Company entirely inadequate. Instead of one
million, several millions are imperatively wanted to meet the current demands of the
several manufacturing departments. 31

Already a capital-intensive business, competition made the electrical industry even
more unstable financially in the early 1890s.
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The Search for Capital
The major electrical manufacturers found themselves in precarious positions because
they had become capital-intensive enterprises prior to the development of capital
markets suited to large-scale industrial expansion. Before 1890, individuals tended to
invest surplus capital in real estate, and the stock exchanges in New York and other
cities dealt only in railroad securities. Most manufacturing enterprises were private
partnerships that did not offer stocks or bonds for sale to the general public. The
exceptions to this pattern were the New England textile mills, which marketed securities through two Boston brokerage houses (Lee, Higginson & Co. and Kidder,
Peabody). As a result, many manufacturers found it difficult to secure capital for expansion. Frequently, their only recourse was to borrow short-term money from commercial banks for long-term investment in plants and repay the loans out of large
immediate earnings. Such a strategy was adequate in a period of economic expansion, but it often led to bankruptcy when business conditions worsened. Partly in
response to the lack of available capital, firms in other capital-intensive industries
(e.g., sugar refining, whiskey distilling, lead smelting) developed "trusts" in the late
1880s as a means of pooling capital and ownership. 32
Thomson-Houston secured ample capital for expansion and competition byallying itself with the Boston brokerage house of Lee, Higginson & Co. Headed by
Henry L. Higginson, this firm had made its fortune through the promotion of the
Calumet & Hecla copper mines of northern Michigan. Building on that experience,
Higginson specialized in the development of industrial securities. Higginson probably became associated with Th~mson-Houston when the firm introduced its "trust
series" for reselling central-station bonds. In 1889, Higginson helped ThomsonHouston offer one of the first industrial issues of preferred stock. (Preferred stock
issues were popular with conservative investors, because dividends were paid on
preferred shares before common shares.) By the early 1890s Higginson was assisting
Thomson-Houston in raising money for takeovers, selling large blocks of Northwest
Thomson-Houston stock, and financing street-railway companies. To facilitate these
financial efforts, Coffin corresponded regularly with Higginson, sharing market data
and consulting about strategy. 33
Neither Edison General nor Westinghouse had a similar alliance with a powerful investment house that prOVided a steady flow of capital. In building up the
Schenectady works for Edison General, Insull doubled the value of the plant from
$750,000 to $1.5 million, but only by juggling numerous short-term loans and operating with a cash holding of less than $10,000. Drexel, Morgan & Co. did lend money
to Edison General, but the Morgan partners were more Interested in investing in
Edison central stations in New York and Boston than in improving the factories. 34
Insull and Villard probably intended to expand operations by plowing back profits,
but that proved difficult because Edison General accepted so much utility stock as
payment for central-station equipment. In the fall of 1890, with the passage of the
Sherman Silver Purchase Act and the failure of the London brokerage house of Baring Brothers, the German bankers lost confidence in Villard and recalled their loans
to Edison General. These developments weakened Edison General and completely
crippled the North American Company. In response, Villard ordered Insull to sell
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equipment only for cash or short-term credit, and in January 1891 he decided to raise
$3 million through a new stock issue. 35
Westinghouse also faced the problem of earning enough to payoff its shortterm loans, and this problem nearly bankrupted the company. Thanks to the company~s innovative ac equipment, Westinghouse annual sales jumped from $800,000 in
1887 to $4 million in 1890. As sales boomed, though, Westinghouse had to develop
an engineering staff and enlarge its factories. At the same time, Westinghouse joined
the other major firms in buying out smaller companies and engaging in vigorous
patent litigation. Amazed by his rivars bold and rapid growth, Edison commented in
1889 that
[George Westinghouse's] methods of doing business lately are such that it cannot be
accounted for on any other grounds than the man has gone crazy over the sudden accession of wealth, or something unknown to me, and is flying a kite that will land him
sooner or later in the mud. 36

Westinghouse partly financed this expansion by advancing the company $1.2
million of his own money, but he also borrowed heavily. By mid-1890, the firm was
carrying $3 million in short-term liabilities, when its total assets were $11 million and
its current assets $2.5 million. As with Edison General, disaster struck in November
1890 with the failure of Baring Brothers, and Westinghouse's creditors called in their
loans. In response, Westinghouse proposed to reorganize the company and double
its capital stock, but investors failed to take up the new issue. Westinghouse next
asked Pittsburgh bankers for an immediate loan of $500,()()(); however, they insisted
that Westinghouse relinquish control of the company, and Westinghouse refused. In
desperation, Westinghouse turned to the New York brokerage house of August Belmont. With the help of Higginson, Belmont set up a committee of powerful investors
who reorganized the firm. Viewing Westinghouse as "a bright & fertile mechanic"
who lacked both tact and an understanding of high finance, the committee initially
tried to circumscribe his power. However, drawing on his friendship with committee
member Charles Francis Adams, Jr., Westinghouse persuaded the committee to let
him to continue as president. 37

Cooperation and Consolidation
Concerned about their continuing problems in raising capital, the top management
of the electrical companies concluded that relentless competition might well be fatal
for all of their firms. Consequently, Villard early on investigated the possibility of
cooperation among the three firms. Perhaps drawing on his extensive experience in
Wall Street maneuvers, Villard shrewdly established relationships with both Westinghouse and Coffin. At first, Villard simply exchanged information on production,
sales, and earnings with each man, but soon he was attempting to negotiate a patent
agreement with Westinghouse and fix contract bids with Coffin. For instance, in
February 1889, Villard and Coffin agreed that Sprague would not bid on a streetrailway contract in Washington, D.C., provided that Thomson-Houston not compete
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for a railway contract in Richmond, Virginia. Similarly, in 1891, Villard sent an Edison General manager to meet with Coffin to negotiate the bids that Edison General
and Thomson-Houston would submit for four street-railway contracts. Charles Fairchild, a Higginson partner, estimated that those negotiations saved the two companies $1.5 million, leading him to conclude that "the Co[mpanie]s in harmony get that
much more than they would in Competition."38 Although Villard had little success in
cultivating a relationship with Westinghouse, such behind-the-scenes negotiations
appealed to Coffin and helped establish rapport between Edison General and
Thomson-Houston.
As Villard pursued a policy of cooperation, Coffin boldly proposed consolidation. In March 1889, just as Edison General was being organized, Coffin outlined a
possible merger, arguing that continued competition and patent litigation would ruin
both Edison General and Thomson-Houston. Coffin may have suggested that a larger
consolidated company could work with Higginson to secure ample capital. Although
Villard politely declined the proposal on the grounds it would be difficult to convert
Edison General's stock to match that of Thomson-Houston, he let Edison demolish
Coffin's plan. Enraged by the audacity that Thomson-Houston would even think of
taking over his company, Edison attacked Thomson-Houston as "amateurs" who had
"boldly appropriated and infringed every patent we use." As far as Edison was personally concerned, a merger would mean that "my usefulness as an inventor is gone.
My services wouldn't be worth a penny. I can only invent under powerful incentive.
No competition means no invention." Instead, Edison believed that the best policy
for Edison General would be to reduce the cost of electric lighting through more
efficient products and better manufacturing techniques. 39
Although Edison still believed in competition, Higginson and the other investors came to agree with the managers that consolidation offered the only means of
protecting their substantial investment in the electrical companies. J. ~ Morgan was
especially concerned with how much capital was required by the electrical manufacturers, but at the same time he was uncertain as to how Edison General and
Thomson-Houston might be joined. As he observed to Higginson in February 1891:
regarding Thomson-Houston, I do not think it worth while to run two establishments.
The Edison system affords us all the use of time and capital that I think desirable to use
in one channel. If, as would seem to be the case, you have the control of the ThomsonHouston, we will see which will make the best result. I do not see myself how the two
things can be brought together, certainly not on any such basis as was talked about a year
or more ago. 40

Just as railroad leaders and financiers had concluded a few years earlier that
competition and cooperation had to give way to consolidation, so the electrical manufacturers and their financiers were coming to realize that the competitive tactics of
takeovers, patent litigation, and the creation of central-station subsidiaries were
proving costly and ineffective. It seemed obvious to both the managers and bankers
that they only way to manufacture and market electrical equipment profitably was to
concentrate the necessary resources in a single firm. "What we all want," wrote
Charles Fairchild, a Higginson partner, in July 1891, "is the union of the large Elec-
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trical Companies.'" Accordingly, during the reorganization of Westinghouse, Belmont and Fairchild attempted to arrange for Thomson-Houston to take control of
the troubled Pittsburgh firm. That merger attempt failed not only because Westinghouse persuaded the committee that he should remain as president but also because
Coffin antagonized the reorganization committee by letting it be known that he preferred to see Westinghouse fail. 41

The Creation of General Electric
Unable to bring Thomson-Houston and Westinghouse together, Higginson and Fairchild encouraged Coffin and Villard to investigate combining their two companies.
Villard and Coffin continued to exchange information on street-railway contracts and
technology, and in February 1891 Villard visited the Thomson-Houston factory in
Lynn. During the next eight months, little progress was made toward consolidation,
perhaps because Villard may have felt more confident after winning a favorable decision in the litigation over the lamp patent in June. In the meantime, though,
Thomson-Houston was beating Edison General in the marketplace, or, as Coffin
boasted, "he is knocking the stuffing out of them all along the line.'" For 1891,
Thomson-Houston had total sales of $10 million, and $2.7 million in profits, whereas
Edison General had sales of $11 million and profits of only $1.4 million. 42
Such marketplace performance may finally have brought E'dison General to the
bargaining table. Perhaps the major stockholders realized that although Edison General possessed substantial resources-large factories, a national sales network, and
access to Edison's laboratory-Insull and the firm's top managers had not succeeded
in creating an effective organization. Consequently, in early 1892, Coffin and Fish
began negotiating a merger with Hamilton McKay Twombly, a Morgan associate who
represented Edison General. The negotiations focused on the issue that Villard had
raised in 1889, namely, the exchange of Edison and Thomson-Houston shares. Even
though Thomson-Houston had earned 50 percent more per share than Edison General in 1891, Fairchild recommended that Coffin offer to assign a higher value to the
Edison shares because "for the sake of union J:H can afford to give them a good
trade.'" Coffin proposed that three common shares of Thomson-Houston be converted to five shares of the new company, with Edison General shares being converted one-to-one. That offer was accepted in February 1892, and a committee
consisting of Twombly, J. ~ Morgan, D. O. Mills, Frederick L. Ames, L Jefferson
Coolidge, and Higginson was organized to handle the exchange of stock and the creation of the new company. That committee met in March, and at Coffin's suggestion
it secured a charter from the state of New York creating the General Electric Company (GE) on April 15, 189243 (Fig. 1).
General Electric was capitalized at $50 million; after U. S. Leather, it was the
second largest merger prior to the financial panic of 1893. GE's board of directors
consisted of six bankers, two Thomson-Houston men, and two Edison men, with
Twombly as the chairman. The bankers included Morgan and his associates Charles
H. Coster and Mills, and Higginson was joined by Boston financiers Coolidge and
Ames. Representing Thomson-Houston were Coffin and Eugene Griffin, and they
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were balanced by Edison and Hastings. Thomson was also offered a directorship, but
he declined it because he believed that it would keep him from his work as an inventor. Coffin was named president of the new company, and he selected most of his
top managers from Thomson-Houston. The only Edison man to receive a major post
was Insull, who was offered the position of second vice president; however, he chose
to move to the presidency of Commonwealth Edison in Chicago. 44
There were several reasons why GE was dominated by Coffin and ThomsonHouston men, not by Edison and his associates. First, at the time of the merger,
Thomson-Houston was the more successful firm; in 1891, Thomson-Houston earned
a return on capital of 26 percent, while Edison General earned only 11 percent. Anxious to see such profits continue, Higginson decided that Coffin and his associates
should run the new company. Second, the other likely candidate for the presidency
of GE, Villard, was not acceptable to the bankers. Involved in several business ventures (including the presidency of the Northern Pacific Railroad), Villard had had
little to do with the management of Edison General. Moreover, his credibility had
been severely damaged by the collapse of North American in the fall of 1890. Preoccupied with troubles on the Northern Pacific and campaigning for repeal of the
Sherman Silver Purchase Act, Villard resigned as president of Edison General in
February 1892. Thus, contrary to the claims of other historians, Villard played no
part in the GE merger. 45 And finally, it had been Coffin, Higginson, and Fairchildnot Villard or Morgan-who had pushed through the merger. They had been seeking
such a consolidation since 1889, and they took the lead in the negotiations. Consequently, Coffin and the Boston investors reaped the rewards of consolidation.
One might well ask why Westinghouse was not included in the merger of Edison General and Thomson-Houston. Higginson and Fairchild had participated in the
reorganization of Westinghouse in 1891 and had hoped at that time to combine all
three firms. It appears that such a merger was not possible because of the personal
characteristics of George Westinghouse. Although the Boston bankers admired him
as an engineer and entrepreneur, they questioned his understanding of finance and
his ability to negotiate. As Fairchild explained:
whatever power Westinghouse has, and I grant that it is great, is mechanical. His forte
is the arrangement & control of a factory & in dealing with the practical problems. He
is not a financier & he is not a negotiator. . . . What we all want is the union of the large
Electrical Companies, and to bring this about will require skill & tact in the management of competing business as well as able negotiations when the time comes to trade.
The final step will be to build up a disposition to trade-a willingness-Westinghouse
cannot possibly do this. He irritates his rivals beyond endurance. 46

Westinghouse particularly irritated his rival Coffin. Like the Edison managers,
Coffin did not like the Westinghouse Company's "attitude of bitter and hostile competition"-an attitude reflected in the Pittsburgh firm's low bids on equipment contracts. Further, during the 1880s, when Thomson-Houston and Westinghouse shared
the Sawyer-Man patents through the Consolidated Electric Light Company, Coffin
felt that Westinghouse had been obstinate and difficult. At the same time, Westinghouse had little love for Coffin. Anecdotal evidence reveals that Westinghouse saw
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Coffin as an aggressive wheeler-dealer who "will make a man about ten different
propositions in ten minutes." Westinghouse had built up his business on the basis of
engineering and manufacturing, and he had little respect for Coffin~s understanding
of marketing, finance, and organization building. Consequently; Westinghouse made
it quite clear that he would not work with any electrical combination headed by
Coffin. 47 Knowing of the animosity that had arisen between the two men, Higginson
and Morgan probably decided that it was best not to attempt to include Westinghouse in the GE merger.
From another perspective, the Westinghouse Company may have been left out
because it lacked a managerial hierarchy. Both the Edison and Thomson-Houston
organizations had managerial and engineering staffs whose members could talk to
each other. Ostensibly in competition, these staffs had been known to cooperate at
times. As we have seen, Edison managers helped Thomson-Houston fight off Westinghouse and secure a revised corporate charter in 1888-1889. Under Villard~s encouragement, Edison General and Thomson-Houston managers and salespeople had
exchanged information about street-railway contracts. Although communications between the staffs of the two companies certainly did not cause the merger, such communications may have signaled to Higginson and Twombly that the combination of
Edison General and Thomson-Houston would be feasible. In contrast, because
George Westinghouse made most of the key decisions, the Westinghouse Company
lacked a similar cadre of managers and engineers who might have interacted with
their peers at Edison General or Thomson-Houston. Thus, there was no communications or managerial momentum to encourage the inclusion of Westinghouse in
the merger. 48

Conclusion
In his study of the electrical industry, Harold C. Passer argued that the formation of
GE could be attributed to the patent situation and the desire of Thomson-Houston
and Edison General to diversify their product lines. 49 As the foregoing narrative reveals, neither factor was as significant as Passer suggested. Although the ongoing
patent litigation was costly, it had not created an impasse that could be resolved only
by consolidation. Even though the court had found in favor of Edison in the
incandescent-lamp case, both Westinghouse and Thomson-Houston had found ways
to work around the Edison patent. Likewise, product diversification was not a major
issue. To be sure, Edison General had focused on dc incandescent lights and motors,
whereas Thomson-Houston had specialized in arc lighting and ac systems. However,
through takeovers, patent agreements, and in-house research, both firms had taken
steps to diversify their full product lines prior to the merger. Although it is not generally known, Edison~s associates at West Orange experimented extensively with alternating current, high-voltage dc transmission, and rotary converters, all for the
purpose of developing an alternative to their competitor~s ac systems. Thus, neither
patents nor incomplete product lines determined the creation of GE.
Instead, GE was the result of three other factors: the desire to eliminate competition, the problem of raising sufficient capital for a capital-intensive industry, and
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the efforts of managers and investors to maintain organizational capability. As we
have seen, Thomson-Houston, Edison General, and Westinghouse competed
fiercely between 1889 and 1892. Using a variety of tactics-new products, integrating forward into central-station construction and management, publicity campaigns,
and patent litigation-each firm tried to expand its share of the market and increase
its profits. However, whereas Edison and George Westinghouse firmly believed that
such competition would lead to the survival of the fittest, Coffin, Villard, and their
financial supporters soon realized that over the long run, competition was a poor use
of resources and would lead to diminishing returns. Although the three firms could
have continued to attack each other in the marketplace, the courts, and the technical
and popular press, such attacks would have consumed capital and resources that
could be better spent developing new products and improving manufacturing techniques. Well aware of the problems of competition. Coffin and Higginson chose to
minimize it by merging with their chief rival, Edison General. 50
The problem of competition in the electrical industry was compounded by the
difficulties of raising capital for industrial enterprises in the late 1880s and early
1890s. The electrical manufacturing industry was created just as investors and bankers were developing the mechanisms for providing large amounts of risk capital for
industry. Indeed, both Edison General and Westinghouse were caught in the trap of
trying to build organizations appropriate for the scale and scope of electrical technology while employing the existing financial practice of borrowing short-term
money. In my opinion, Higginson and Coffin saw this difficulty, solved it for
Thomson-Houston, and then decided that the long-term solution was to create an
even larger company. A large firm would be more profitable because it could take
advantage of economies of scale (such as larger factories) and economies of scope (by
manufacturing several closely related products). By exploiting such economies, the
large firm should have a higher rate of return than several smaller firms and hence
be more attractive to investors. Thus, the creation of GE was a response to the problems of raising sufficient capital in a capital-intensive industry.
Closely related to the problem of raising capital was the third factor of maintaining organizational capability. As the industry's pioneers, Coffin, Villard, and
Westinghouse had struggled to build large factories, organize sales forces, develop
full product lines, and create managerial hierarchies to coordinate production and
distribution; in short, they had brought together the resources necessary to compete effectively. Once they had assembled their resources, those managers were
loathe to let anyone or anything harm their organizational capability; indeed, they
were anxious to utilize and expand their resources in pursuit of greater profits and
market share. To build organizational capability, however, managers had to borrow
heavily, and thus financiers such as Higginson and Morgan came to have a significant stake in those companies. Consequently, whereas the three firms competed
and tried informal cooperation, eventually it became clear to both the managers and
their bankers that the most promising way to sustain organizational capability was
through consolidation.
The creation of General Electric in 1892 offers several lessons which we can
use for thinking about competition, consolidation, and the American economy in
the 1990s. First, while it is tempting to assume that impersonal market forces shape
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the course of competition and consolidation, the GE episode reveals that individuals and their personalities influence the level of competition and the timing of
mergers. Clearly, both Westinghouse and Edison believed in fierce competition,
and they actively encouraged their respective organizations to challenge each other
in terms of price, product, and publicity. Likewise, Westinghouse's personality was
a factor in the consolidation process, leading Coffin and Higginson to choose to leave
his company out of the GE merger. In the contemporary setting, we still see individuals playing prominent roles in shaping events, whether it be Bill Gates at
Microsoft or Frank Lorenzo at Texas Air. Hence any economic or social analysis of
competition and consolidation must take the personalities of the entrepreneurs
into account.
Second, not only do firms compete in terms of price and product, they also
struggle to find sources of capital. As I have suggested in the preceding, Coffin and
Thomson-Houston were victorious in the battle with Edison General and Westinghouse because they were able to raise more capital. Through their alliance with Higginson, Thomson-Houston was able to secure the capital needed to enlarge their
factories, buyout their smaller competitors, set up a construction subsidiary, and
extend credit to its customers. In contrast, Edison General and Westinghouse never
secured the support of bankers who were able to supply them with the capital
needed to undertake all of these activities. Looking at the history of electronics, we
see that the need for capital continues to define the dual processes of competition
and consolidation. In its early years, the challenge for the semiconductor industry
was to find the capital needed to build high-volume production facilities, and the successful firms were those who could attract the necessary investment. Likewise, it has
been suggested that the rapid development of high-tech firms on Route 128 outside
Boston was as much the result of New England bankers willing to invest in electronics and computer firms as it was in the ready supply of engineers and scientists in the
region. Hence, while it is obvious that the availability of capital shapes the level of
competition in an industry, we seem to pay scant attention to this factor in both our
historical and policy musings. 51
Third, the case of GE also provides insight into what makes a firm a successful
competitor. Of the three firms discussed here, Thomson-Houston was clearly the
most effective, and I would argue that its strength came from doing two things well.
First, this company worked to match its product line to the needs of its customers.
Not only did Thomson-Houston offer a full range of lighting and streetcar systems to
its customers but it also provided the necessary services of installation and credit.
Second, in order to design, manufacture, and market these systems, the company
developed the necessary organizational arrangements that allowed for the coordination of these functions. By creating a team of managers and engineers that could perform all of the tasks related to the production and marketing of central-station
systems, Thomson-Houston was able to compete and surpass both Edison General
and Westinghouse. For today, I think the lesson of Thomson-Houston's organizational strength should be quite clear; although we tend to think of the ideal competitor as a firm with a good product, low prices, or low production costs, we should
pay more attention to those firms that have the right organizational structure for the
tasks that need to be done.
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In the final analysis, I would argue that any discussion of technology and competitiveness must consider the dual processes of competition and consolidation. Yes,
at times, it is desirable for American industries to have numerous firms, competing
in terms of product, process, and price. However, at other times, the success of
American business is that competition gives way to firms capable of mass production and mass distribution, firms whose hallmark is the ability to achieve substantial
economies of scale and scope. For both the historian and businessperson, the challenge is to understand how competition and consolidation are part of the heritage of
American business and how both will continue to shape our future.
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